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A.  What kind of sentence is each of the  
following? Write declarative, interrogative,  
exclamatory, or imperative on the line.

1.  Merlin carried the baby to safety. declarative

2.  Why did traitors poison the town’s wells? interrogative

3. Go back and fetch the missing sword. imperative

4. Slip the sword into the groove and pull it out. imperative

5. The king was England’s bravest ruler! exclamatory

6. Who will follow Selene? interrogative

B.  Identify which groups of words are incomplete sentences and which  
are complete sentences. Write incomplete or complete on the line.

1. Sarah at the edge of the square. incomplete

2. The knights fought so bravely! complete

3. How did Kay treat her dog? complete

4. The sword out of the stone. incomplete

5. Natalie was trained to be a pilot. complete

C.  Correct the incomplete sentences in part B. Add an action word to  
each one. Then rewrite the complete sentence on the line. Possible  
answers are given.

1. Merlin stood at the edge of the square.  
 

2. The sword slid out of the stone.

Reteaching: A declarative sentence makes 
a statement. An interrogative sentence asks 
a question. An exclamatory sentence shows 
strong feeling. An imperative sentence states 
a command.
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Reteaching: A declarative sentence makes 
a statement. An interrogative sentence asks 
a question. An exclamatory sentence shows 
strong feeling. An imperative sentence 
states a command.

A.  Add the correct end punctuation mark  
to each sentence. Then write declarative,  
interrogative, exclamatory, or imperative  
to tell what kind of sentence it is.

1. How do turtles protect themselves__ interrogative

2. What heavy, hot suits of steel they wore____ exclamatory  

3. Pretend that you are an acrobat or juggler__ imperative

4. The students sang songs, told stories, and recited poems__ declarative

B.  Use one of the words below to complete each sentence.  
Then identify each sentence by writing declarative, interrogative,  
exclamatory, or imperative. 

 pass    won    listened    play

1. The audience listened  to the bagpipes. declarative

2.  What kind of games did pioneers like  
to play ? interrogative

3. Please pass  me the pepper. imperative

4.  I’ve won  three chess games in a row! exclamatory

C.  Write an example of a declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, and  
imperative sentence. Be sure to use the correct end punctuation. 

1. Declarative: Answers will vary.

2. Interrogative:   

3. Exclamatory:  

4. Imperative:  
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Decide if there is an error in the underlined part of each sentence.  
Fill in the bubble next to the correct answer.

1.  you do like to see movies about 
knights and castles?

 You do like
 Do you like
 correct as is

2.  Please hand me that mystery book  
about the Middle Ages?

 the Middle Ages!
 the Middle Ages.
 correct as is

3.  Grandfather described life in the early 
part of the century.

 of the century?
 of the century!
 correct as is

4.  Why don’t you write about your life!

 your life?
 your life.
 correct as is

5.  Begin by describing your very first 
memory.

 begin by describing
 By describing
 correct as is

 6.  I had such fun swimming in the 
ocean?

 in the ocean
 in the ocean!
 correct as is

 7.  What do you remember about  
your first day in school?

 in school!
 in school.
 correct as is

 8.  another story about our relatives  
in Italy.

 Tell me another story
 Another story
 correct as is

 9.  The fish looked so colourful  
swimming in the Caribbean Sea.

 the Caribbean Sea!
 the Caribbean Sea?
 correct as is

10.  He told us about his trip?

 his trip
 his trip.
 correct as is
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Reteaching: A declarative sentence makes 
a statement. An interrogative sentence asks 
a question. An exclamatory sentence shows 
strong feeling. An imperative sentence 
states a command.

A.  Add the correct end punctuation mark  
to each sentence. Then write declarative,  
interrogative, exclamatory, or imperative  
to tell what kind of sentence it is.

1. How do turtles protect themselves__ interrogative

2. What heavy, hot suits of steel they wore____ exclamatory  

3. Pretend that you are an acrobat or juggler__ imperative

4. The students sang songs, told stories, and recited poems__ declarative

B.  Use one of the words below to complete each sentence.  
Then identify each sentence by writing declarative, interrogative,  
exclamatory, or imperative. 

 pass    won    listened    play

1. The audience listened  to the bagpipes. declarative

2.  What kind of games did pioneers like  
to play ? interrogative

3. Please pass  me the pepper. imperative

4.  I’ve won  three chess games in a row! exclamatory

C.  Write an example of a declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, and  
imperative sentence. Be sure to use the correct end punctuation. 

1. Declarative: Answers will vary.

2. Interrogative:   

3. Exclamatory:  

4. Imperative:  
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Decide if there is an error in the underlined part of each sentence.  
Fill in the bubble next to the correct answer.

1.  you do like to see movies about 
knights and castles?

 You do like
 Do you like
 correct as is

2.  Please hand me that mystery book  
about the Middle Ages?

 the Middle Ages!
 the Middle Ages.
 correct as is

3.  Grandfather described life in the early 
part of the century.

 of the century?
 of the century!
 correct as is

4.  Why don’t you write about your life!

 your life?
 your life.
 correct as is

5.  Begin by describing your very first 
memory.

 begin by describing
 By describing
 correct as is

 6.  I had such fun swimming in the 
ocean?

 in the ocean
 in the ocean!
 correct as is

 7.  What do you remember about  
your first day in school?

 in school!
 in school.
 correct as is

 8.  another story about our relatives  
in Italy.

 Tell me another story
 Another story
 correct as is

 9.  The fish looked so colourful  
swimming in the Caribbean Sea.

 the Caribbean Sea!
 the Caribbean Sea?
 correct as is

10.  He told us about his trip?

 his trip
 his trip.
 correct as is
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